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Abstract. We propose a new phase calibration method, called the
sensor-by-sensor phase calibration method (SSPC), which is applied for
the phasing of a large segmented telescope mirror. Instead of making
the entire segmented mirror in phase at one time and obtaining the desired sensor readings accordingly, we serially make the local areas in
phase at each sensor location and thus obtain the desired sensor readings one by one. Then we run the telescope active control system to
make the segments cophase. For the case of Keck telescopes, the
SSPC method uses all the 168 phase measurements at 168 phase sensor locations; then we obtain 168 desired sensor readings for the segmented mirror active control system. The SSPC method is completely
insensitive to the residual tilt errors from the segment alignment and the
residual errors from the active control system. The validity of the SSPC
method has been demonstrated in an active optics experimental system,
which has three segments and a 500-mm-diam overall aperture. The
accuracy of the SSPC method is better than 20-mm rms in this experimental system, and it is easy to obtain diffraction-limited images at a
visible wavelength ⫽650 nm over an aperture of 220 mm. © 2002 Society
of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1497613]

Subject terms: phase calibration algorithm; large segmented telescope mirrors;
active optics; figure control; telescopes.
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1

Introduction

Phase calibration is one of the most essential techniques in
segmented mirror active optics. To achieve its full
diffraction-limited performance, a segmented primary mirror must be properly phased. The segmented mirror employs a system of sensors and actuators to measure and
correct the edge height differences between segments,
which correspond to piston and tip/tilt errors. Because of its
high resolution, a capacitive displacement sensor system is
employed. For instance, the precision of the sensor used in
Keck telescopes is 3 nm 1sb, its measurement noise is 1-nm
rms, and its temporal drift is 3.2 nm/week.1 They are installed under the segments to avoid blocking the lightcollection area.
However, the displacement sensors only indicate the
relative changes between segment edges, which do not tell
the phase status of the segments. Therefore, the desired
sensor readings must be calibrated by other means. The
goal of the phase calibration described is to determine the
desired sensor readings at which the corresponding segment height differences are zero. Let us suppose the segment aberrations are small enough; if all the sensor readings are maintained at the desired sensor readings, and if all
the segments are well aligned, the whole segmented mirror
will be in phase and thereby reach its diffraction-limited
imaging.
This work was inspired by the work done for Keck
telescopes.2– 4 The mirror configuration and sensor-actuator
system designs employed here are similar to that of Keck
2338 Opt. Eng. 41(9) 2338–2344 (September 2002)

telescopes. For their updated results and data, please refer
to their newly published papers.

2

Sensor-by-Sensor Phase Calibration „SSPC…

2.1 Strategy of SSPC
To make a phase calibration, it is not necessary to make all
the primary segments well cophased together before obtaining the desired sensor readings. We calibrate the sensor
readings one by one, then make all the mirror segments in
phase by the telescope innate active control system. The
positions of all the segments are usually out of phase and
‘‘randomly’’ distributed when the entire mirror segments
are just roughly aligned. It is difficult to make them in
phase together in one step without the aid of active control,
in which we need to know the desired sensor readings.
However, if we focus our attention on one pair of adjacent
segments, it is easy to make them in phase on a local intersegment subaperture 共two lobes on two segments兲, where a
sensor is installed on the back surface. We thereby obtain
all the phase sensor readings 共i.e., the sensor readings at
which the segments are in phase兲 serially by repeatedly
performing the local intersegmental area phasing one after
another. After that, we apply the phase sensor readings as
the desired sensor readings to the figure control equations.
Then we run the active control system to improve the figure
of the segmented mirror in iterations to make all segments
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Fig. 1 The arrangement of calibration sites (168 subapertures total)
of SSPC superposed on the image of a primary mirror with 36 segments.

in phase. We have chosen to call this serial phase calibration strategy the sensor-by-sensor phase calibration method,
or SSPC.
Take a telescope mirror with 36 segments as an example: the distribution map of calibration locations would
be shown as in Fig. 1. At first, the mirror figure is usually
very ‘‘rough’’: the segments have both tilt and piston errors. Therefore, the precision of SSPC in the first iteration
may not be very impressive. However, the active control
system will dramatically improve the figure of the segmented mirror afterward, and we can get a much better
precision of SSPC in the second iteration. Generally, a satisfactory result will be available after only two or three
calibration-phasing iterations.
2.2 Mathematics of Segmented Figure Control for
SSPC
As mentioned before in SSPC, we utilize the inherent equations of the active control system to correct the primary
figure error; we do not need to separately built up another
control system and phasing equations. Once the desired
sensor readings are obtained, the process of phase calibration will be finished. How to control the actuators to phase
the mirror segments is the task of the telescope’s active
control system. The figure control equations originally established for an active control system can be expressed as5,6
AP⫽S⫺Sin phase

共1兲

where A is the matrix of the figure control equations; P is
the vector of the actuator correction steps; S is the vector of
the real-time sensor readings; and Sin phase is the vector of
the desired sensor readings obtained from the phase calibration. The displacement sensor system measures all the
degrees of freedom of the segmented mirror except the degree of droop mode, which defines the overall droop distortion of the primary mirror geometry. The effect on the

Fig. 2 Black dots Sh i (i⫽1,2...9) in (a) are Shack-Hartmann spots;
and black dots P i (i⫽1,2,...9) in (b) are the actuator positions. The
small intersegment circular apertures S i (i⫽1,2,...6) in (b) represent
sensor positions on the back of the segments, and they are also the
calibration sites for the circular-aperture method. The corresponding
relationship from the Shack-Hartmann spot array to the mirror segments is evident if we superpose Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) in Fig. 2(c).

optical image of the droop mode distortion is simply a
change of focus, at least for a small distortion.5
There are several algorithms available for phasing the
mirror segments via the active control system,5–7 such as
the minimum-norm least-squares method, the damped
least-squares method, etc. Here we present a very fastconvergence algorithm for segment phasing for the SSPC
method. The control equation for the mirror segment alignment can be expressed as
AF P⫽Dxy ,

共2兲

where P is a vector of actuator correction steps, Dxy is the
vector of the coordinate differences between the measured
spots and the standard spots of Shack-Hartmann on a CCD
target, and AF is the influence function of the segment
alignment system. To improve the alignment precision, we
employed a grid arrangement in the experimental system
introduced in Sec. 3, in which each segment corresponds to
the three Shack-Hartmann spots shown in Fig. 2. The influence function AF varies as the S-H grid scheme, the numbers of segments and actuators change. In fact, AF is a
matrix that is measured in experimentation. To phase the
mirror segments, we should add come constraints to Eq. 共1兲
for determining droop mode of the mirror. If we consider
the figure control problem together with the segment alignment problem, we can define an evaluation function as
⌿ 共 P兲 ⫽  2 共 AF P,Dxy 兲 ⫹  2 共 AP,S兲 ,

共3兲
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where  is defined as a distance 共a norm兲 between two
points 共such as x and y兲 in the Euclidean space, so

冋兺
n

 共 x,y 兲 ⫽

k⫽1

共 x k ⫺y k 兲

2

册

1/2

⫽ 储 x⫺y 储 2 .

共4兲

Rewriting Eq. 共3兲 in its norm form, we have
⌿ 共 P兲 ⫽ 储 AF P⫺Dxy 储 22 ⫹ 储 AP⫺S储 22 ,

共5兲

where ⬎0 is the weight factor between cophase and
coalignment. From
d⌿
⫽0,
dP

共6兲

we have
共 AFT AF ⫹AT A兲 P⫽AFT Dxy ⫹AT S.

共7兲

The value of  is determined in practice. To balance the
two control processes,  is usually a big number; for the
experimental system of Sec. 3, the value of  is about
103 ⬃104 . Because of the independent relationship between
Eqs. 共1兲 and 共2兲, the rank of the matrix AFT AF ⫹AT A is
full, and its condition number is very good. Therefore, the
least-squares solution of Eq. 共7兲 can be expressed as
P⫽ 共 AFT AF ⫹AT A兲 ⫺1 共 AFT Dxy ⫹AT S兲 .

共8兲

This algorithm converges rapidly, and the precision of
droop mode control here is higher than that of the tilt sensor mode because the focal length is longer than the diameter of the telescope in most cases.
Once the segments are cophased as well as cofocused,
the segment alignment system will be removed. The remaining task is to maintain the phasing status of the segmented mirror. The minimum-norm least-squares method
or the damped least-squares method is available for this
purpose. Because of the distortions in telescope structure,
the droop mode of the segmented mirror drifts slowly.
These drifts correspond to position changes in focus mode.
We have to employ Eq. 共7兲 again with the aid of a segment
alignment system to control it. In practice, the phase calibration procedures are complicated by the fact that sensor
readings change with the elevation and the temperature.
3

Experimental System for Segmented-Mirror
Active Optics
An experimental system for segmented-mirror active optics
共shown in Fig. 3兲 was developed in China in 1998.8 It is
composed of three hexagonal segments with 250-mm diagonals, which form a segmented mirror with a 3000-mm
spherical curvature radius and a 500-mm-daim circumcircle. The differences of the segments’ curvature radii are
less than 0.025 mm, and the figure error of each segment is
about /40 rms9 共equal to 16.25 nm for ⫽650 nm兲. The
surface errors of mirror M2 and mirror M3 are both less
than /40 rms at well. Therefore, the optical imaging qual-

Fig. 3 The schematic layout of the experimental system for segmented mirror active optics. First, the point light source is placed at
position Ls1 facing toward mirror M1 to generate the standard
Shack-Hartmann spots for the Shack-Hartmann system calibration,
then the point light source is rotated along its axis to position Ls 2
facing toward mirror M2 to illuminate the segmented mirror and generate the measurement Shack-Hartmann spots for aligning the mirror segments.

ity of the experimental system will be good enough for
diffraction limit, with a Strehl ratio of 0.8, if the segmented
figure is cophased within 17-nm rms.
Each segment is supported by three displacement actuators, and the relative heights between segments are measured by six capacitive sensors, which are the similar type
used in Keck telescopes. The measurement accuracy of the
capacitive sensor is about 3-nm rms, but its stability is very
poor, because the capacitive sensors are not sealed in our
system. Therefore, the sensor readings are very unstable
and drift quickly with ambient turbulences. The displacement actuator is a step-motor-driven steel lever framework
with flexible junctures. Its smallest controllable step size is
4.6 nm, and its working range is about 8 m.10 Once the
primary mirror is properly phased, the diffraction-limited
image can be obtained and maintained for only about 30
min with the closed loop active control system engaged.
A traditional Shack-Hartmann test is used to measure the
tip/tilt of the segments and provide information for aligning
共cofocusing兲 the primary mirrors. Since the segmented mirror is not continuous, we cannot reconstruct the wavefront
共i.e., the segmented mirror surface兲 from discrete slope
data, because it does not satisfy the Neumann Boundary
problem of the Poisson equation. However, we can compute the tilts and defocuses of the segments by comparing
the measurement Shack-Hartmann spots with the standard
Shack-Hartmann spots. The similarities of the triangles in
Fig. 2共a兲 between the measurement and the standard determine the defocuses of the segments, and the similarity of
the triangle composed by the three-triangle geometric centers determines the tilts of the segments. The centroiding
accuracy of the CCD camera is about 1/15 pixel 共0.67 m兲
rms, and the focal length of the lenslet array is 128 mm.
The angular error of light at the exit pupil is 1.1 arc sec,
which corresponds to the 0.07-arc second tip/tilt error of
the segments.8 The size of the point-light source is 0.02 mm
diam. It determines that the largest diffraction aperture for
this system is 238 mm in diameter. In practice, we adopted
an aperture of 220-mm diameter.
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Fig. 4 Phase calibration employing the single-slit method. The segmented mirror is covered by an opaque paper with a c⫻d exposing
slit.

4 Phase Measurements in Phase Calibration
In this section, we discuss how to obtain the sensor reading
in phase at each sensor site. The phase measurement methods can be classified into two types: absolute measurement
and relative measurement. On the other hand, the phase
measurements can also be categorized as noncontact measurement and contact measurement. Optical measurements
typically fall into the first category and the mechanical
measurements into the second one. Now we introduce the
phase measurement methods we developed, which can be
used for SSPC.
4.1 Optical Means
4.1.1 Single-slit method
A single slit is placed over the intersegment mirror surface
at a calibration site as shown in Fig. 4共a兲. If the two segments are in phase on this local site, we then obtain the
standard single-slit diffraction fringe pattern as shown in
Fig. 4共b兲. If they are not in phase, we obtain the usual
double-slit interference fringe pattern. This method suffers
from the halfwave ambiguity problem for the monochromatic light source, so we can only determine the edge
height error to within an integer number of halfwaves.
Thus, this method is only suitable for fine sensor phasing
calibration when the edge height errors have already been
reduced to less than half of a wavelength. This method
belongs to relative measurement. We adjust the actuators to
make the segments in phase at the local calibration area,
and then we record the sensor reading accordingly once the
cophasing pattern shown in Fig. 4共b兲 appears. This simple
but efficient method can reach very high measurement accuracy. Judging by human eye, the sensor readings in phase
can be determined within 10-nm rms. In addition, this
method has a very low requirement for segment alignment.
It works as long as the star images from the two individual
segments are roughly superimposed within a small defocusing distance from the focal plane, although a very good
alignment is more helpful. The breadth of the fringes is
closely related to parameter c and parameter d; the larger
the ratio d/c is, the sharper the fringes are. Considering the
integral effect of the interference pattern, we usually adopt
a large value of ratio d/c 共⬎12兲 and a long slit when the
segment alignment is poor. Nevertheless, in fine calibration
when the segment alignment is improved, we adopt a
smaller value of ratio d/c and a shorter slit so that the

Fig. 5 Phase calibration employing the circular-aperture method.
The segmented mirror is covered by an opaque paper with a circular
exposing aperture that straddles the adjacent edges.

fringe pattern is produced by a small area near the sensor
location to fulfill the idea of SSPC strategy. In our experiment system, we select: d⫽120 mm and c⫽9 mm in coarse
calibration, and d⫽50 mm and c⫽6 mm in fine calibration.
4.1.2 Circular-aperture method
As shown in Fig. 5共a兲, we place a mask with circular clear
apertures over the mirror surface, such that each aperture
straddles the adjacent edges of two segments at each sensor
location. If the two halves of the area covered by an aperture are in phase, we obtain the standard Airy diffraction
pattern of single circular aperture with a cross-band shown
in Fig. 5共b兲; otherwise, we obtain a two-aperture interference pattern. Like the single-slit method, this method is
suitable for fine phasing calibration. It also has a very low
requirement for segment alignment and has the halfwave
ambiguity problem for a monochromatic light source. This
method uses a relative measurement, and its precision is
equivalent to that of the single-slit method. In addition, the
interference pattern is closely related with parameters r and
d 0 . In our experiment system, r⫽25 mm and d 0 ⫽10 mm.

Fig. 6 Phase calibration employing a spherometer with a 0.2-m
micrometer. To calibrate sensor S i , the spherometer is first placed
on M1 to determine the zero point of micrometer S 0 . Then the spherometer is put onto the site right over sensor S i , straddling two segments as shown in this figure. By adjusting the actuators to make
the pointer of the micrometer reading remains on S 0 , the reading of
sensor S i is recorded as the desired sensor readings.
Optical Engineering, Vol. 41 No. 9, September 2002 2341
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5

Fig. 7 A schematic drawing of the phase calibration carriage for the
phase calibration of a large segmented mirror. This figure is similar
to Fig. 6 except that the 0.2-m micrometer is replaced by the phase
calibration carriage. The phase calibration carriage is first put on a
segment, such as M1, to determine the zero point of CS, S ␣ . Then
the carriage moves onto the calibration site over sensor S i (the i ⬘ th
sensor). The reading of CS is recorded as S ␤ , and the reading of
the i ⬘ th sensor on the back of the segment is recorded as S i . Thus,
the desired sensor reading of this point is S i ⫹ S ␤ ⫺ S ␣ . Rubber
wheels are retracted off the mirror while in calibration, and stick out
to lift the capacitive spherometer off the mirror surface after each
calibration, moving from one site to another.

4.2 Mechanical Means
A spherometer-type tool can be used as a mechanical means
in phase calibration, but a common spherometer, with
0.01-mm precision, is not precise enough for phase measurement. In our experimental system, we use a spherometer with a 0.2-m precision micrometer,11 as shown in Fig.
6, which enables us to make a relative calibration of the
sensor readings in phase within 30 nm 共15-nm rms兲. This
relative measurement is free of the halfwave ambiguity.
To apply this method to the phase calibration of a large
segmented telescope, we have designed a device shown in
Fig. 7. The mirror in Fig. 7 is set to point to zenith; a
rubber-wheel carriage 共or a similar device兲 moves from one
calibration site to another automatically. First, we put the
phase calibration carriage on a single mirror segment to
calibrate the zero point of a capacitive sensor 共CS兲 shown
in Fig. 7, S ␣ , and then the carriage moves onto the calibration site over sensor S i bridging two segments, which is not
shown in Fig. 7. Meanwhile, the reading of CS is recorded
as S ␤ , and the reading of sensor S i on the back of the
segment is recorded as S i . Thus, the desired sensor reading
of this site is
phase
⫽S i ⫹S ␤ ⫺S ␣ .
S in
i

共9兲

In practice, the scale coefficients of the sensor readings
between the sensor CS and the telescope sensors should be
considered. Thus, if the sensor reading of this site is
phase
, the local intersegment area at this site will be in
S in
i
phase. Since the precision of the capacitive sensor is only
about several nanometers, we can expect that this absolute
phase calibration method will have a very good accuracy.
However, this method is a contact measurement, so it requires the mirror surface to be clean enough, and the material of the contact probe should be selected to avoid damaging the mirror surface but still have a very good rigidity.
Therefore, this method needs further study in the case of
the large segmented mirror telescopes.

Advantages of the SSPC Method in Phase
Calibration
The SSPC method is free of the influence of the residual tilt
errors of the segment alignment. Of course, too large segment misalignments will also affect the precision of SSPC,
but this effect is reduced in importance because of the iteration process in phase calibration.
The accuracy of SSPC has little to do with the segment
figures. A sensor reading in phase only depends on the
phasing of the local areas of the two segments that are close
to the sensor; it does not depend strongly on the other areas
of the two segments. Very large segment aberrations will,
of course, affect the cophasing of the segment, but this is
not a problem unique to the SSPC method. There exists an
optimum piston mode for each segment surface, which best
fits the cophasing surface of the whole mirror. We notice
that there are twelve sampling points at the six edges of an
inside segment. That will make the segment surface conform well to the optimum-phasing surface in the leastsquares sense.
Normally, the precision of calibration should be equivalent to or higher than the precision of maintenance in an
active control system. For a mirror scheme shown in Fig. 1,
the SSPC employs 168 phase measurements to achieve the
phase calibration, so that its precision just competes with
that of the telescope active control system.
Besides relative measurement, the SSPC does not exclude to absolute measurements. Besides the method shown
in Fig. 7, we can employ the optical calibration method
used in Keck telescopes2 to measure the edge phase errors
at each calibration point shown in Fig. 1; then we calculate
the desired sensor readings referring to Eq. 共9兲.

6

Phase Calibrations in Our Experimental
System
In this section, we demonstrate the validity of the SSPC
method and its cophasing algorithm. To avoid the halfwave
ambiguity, the mechanical sensor, a 0.2-m spherometer, is
used in the coarse phase calibration before switching to fine
phase calibration of the circular-aperture method or singleslit method. The calibration site map of the circularaperture method is shown in Fig. 2.
Because of the poor stability of the capacitive sensors
used, the phase calibration in our experiment has its own
feature: the time for phase calibration should be as short as
possible to avoid excessive sensor reading drifts. The SSPC
method does not require the segmented mirror to be precisely in phase for obtaining the desired sensor readings,
but we still need to calibrate all the sensors one by one.
This is a time-consuming procedure for manual calibration
with a simple tool. To reduce the time for calibration, the
number of the sensors we actually calibrate should be reduced to as few as possible. In practice, only two of the
desired sensor readings 共sensor 3 and sensor 5, for example兲 are manually calibrated, the others can be obtained
by calculations from the alignment sensor readings Salign
and the two desired readings we have obtained. Theoretically, the differences between the cofocus sensor readings
and the cophase sensor readings are a set of parallel piston
errors.
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Fig. 9 The residual rms segmented surface errors obtained from
the active control system of the experimental system for segmented
mirror active optics in China. The time interval of iteration is about
20 sec. The rms value of all the rms surface errors is 10 nm.

Fig. 8 The spot diagram of the segmented primary mirror of the
experimental system generated by the residual tip/tilt errors of the
segment alignment system. Atmospheric seeing influence is not removed in this diagram. This shows that this active alignment system
can maintain the image of the segmented mirror within a disk of
0.216 arc sec rms radius.

Tricks are needed to obtain Salign . Because of air turbulence, the CCD measuring error, and the actuator position
errors, it is difficult to obtain a desirable alignment. Although the temporal integration algorithm was adopted to
reduce the seeing effects, the rms image radius of the segment alignment of our system is still about 0.216 arc sec
共shown in Fig. 8兲. A 0.216 arc sec tilt error corresponds to
a 57-nm sensor reading difference on an edge, which is
obviously not good enough to calculate the desired sensor
readings. To improve this, a Shack-Hartmann grid shown in
Fig. 2 is employed to improve the measuring accuracy of
the CCD camera; and a threshold of 0.04 arc sec is set for
alignment selection. The sensor readings are selected as the
desirable alignment sensor readings Salign only when the
tilts of the three segments are all within the 0.04 arc sec to
the fiducial axis. A 0.04 arc sec tilt error corresponds to a
10-nm sensor reading difference on an edge. This method is
no longer efficient for the system with a large number of
segments, because the probability to obtain the desirable
alignment for all the segments tends to zero when the number of mirror segments increases. However, we do not plan
to apply this trick in the phasing calibration of a large segmented telescope mirror, because according to the SSPC
method the phased sensor readings Sin phase for segment
phasing do not depend on segment alignment Salign . This
trick is employed because we want to use Salign to calculate
the sensor readings in phase from only two sites of calibration so that we can speed up the calibration process.
The following procedures are designed for performing
an efficient phase calibration. First, keep the alignment system running continuously to align the three segments until
a desirable alignment is selected, then the six sensor readings are recorded in the following format
Salign⫽ 共 s f 1 ,s f 2 ,s f 3 ,s f 4 ,s f 5 ,s f 6 兲 .

共10兲

real-time automatically according to the 0.04-arc sec
threshold. Next, serially calibrate 共as the SSPC method permits兲 two of the three innermost sensors, sensor 5 and sensor 3 shown in Fig. 2, for example, and obtain the desired
sensor readings s 05 and s 03 . Mathematically, there are only
‘‘parallel piston distances’’ between the segment positions
in phase and the segment positions in alignment. Therefore,
the sensor reading in phase of sensor 1 is
s01⫽s f 1 ⫹ 共 s05⫺s f 5 兲 k15 .

共11兲

The sensor reading in phase of sensor 4 is
s04⫽s f 4 ⫹ 共 s03⫺s f 3 兲 /k34 .

共12兲

The sensor reading in phase of sensor 2 is
s02⫽s f 2 ⫹ 共 s05⫺s f 5 兲 k25⫺ 共 s03⫺s f 3 兲 k23 .

共13兲

The sensor reading in phase of sensor 6 is
s06⫽s f 6 ⫹ 关共 s05 ⫺s f 5 兲 k25⫺ 共 s03⫺s f 3 兲 k23兴 /k26 ,

共14兲

where k15⫽1.090866, k26⫽0.91940, k34⫽0.927264, k25
⫽1.072208, and k23⫽0.997894. These scale coefficients
between sensors are obtained by experimental calibrations.
Therefore, the sensor readings in phase for our experiment
system are
S0 ⫽ 共 s01 ,s02 ,s03 ,s04 ,s05 ,s06兲 .

共15兲

S0 are the desired readings that should be included in the
control equation developed in Sec. 2.2. The next step is to
run the active control system to maintain the sensor readings to the desired sensor readings.
According to the deviations of sensor readings from the
desired sensor readings, we can calculate the position errors
of the actuators from Eq. 共1兲. The rms surface error of the
segmented mirror introduced from an active optics control
system can then be expressed by7
2
 surface
⫽

These sensor readings represent the positions of the segments with a desirable alignment, which are selected in

1
54

2

2
2
⫹ p 3i⫹2
兲 ⫺ 共 p 3i p 3i⫹1
兺 关 7 共 p 3i2 ⫹ p 3i⫹1

i⫽0

⫹ p 3i⫹1 p 3i⫹2 ⫹ p 3i⫹2 p 3i 兲兴 .

共16兲
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The phase calibration is one of the key techniques in our
experimental system. It takes only about 5 min to perform a
phase calibration, and another one or two minutes to phase
the segments. The precision of phase calibration is about
15-nm rms, and the rms surface error mainly from the active control system is only about 10 nm as shown in Fig. 9.
A clear diffraction-limited pattern was easily obtained on a
220-mm-diam aperture over the segmented mirror with a
20-m-diam, 650-nm-wavelength light source.
7 Discussions
The sensor-by-sensor phase calibration method is a new
conceptual phase calibration method proposed. The SSPC
method is free of the influences of residual tip/tilt errors,
has little to do with the segment figure, and provides a
competent precision for an active control system. The biggest challenge for the segmented mirror on a real star is that
the centroiding accuracy of the Shack-Hartmann spots is
affected by the air turbulence. However, in SSPC, we do
not depend on the segment alignment to calibrate the sensor
readings in phase, and the segment alignment only takes a
small weight in the segment phasing control according to
Eq. 共7兲. In other words, the segment alignment is not a
main process in the segment phasing control, so the air
turbulence effect to the centroiding accuracy of ShackHartmann spots is not very important in SSPC. The experimental system for segmented mirror active optics has demonstrated the validity of this SSPC method. It takes only
about 5 min to complete the phase calibration and about 2
min to phase the segments.
However, some issues need further study. The spot diagram in Fig. 8 is still somewhat dispersive and irregular.
The dispersion of the spot diagram is contributed by the air
seeing, which affects the CCD centroiding of ShackHartmann spots, and the environmental turbulence, which
affects the sensors. It is also caused by the release of the
resistant torque stress when the actuator motor begins to
inversely rotate in active control process. The resistant
torque stress differs considerably in different actuators, and
that makes the shape of the spot diagram irregular. For our
case, it is elongated in one direction. Further research on
qualitatively comparing the stability of the diffraction limit
status for our system is needed if the environmental influence to the capacitive sensors is highly reduced.
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